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ORIGIN AND ANTIQUITY OF CHINA.

ORIGIN OF POTTERY.

The production of pottery takes its rise from a date which in the East-

ern Hemisphere is lost in the darkness of remote antiquity. The Ceramic

art, both in its theory and in its practice, unites a comhination of qualities

unknown in any other expression of human skill and embracing every

species of form, from the classic severity of the early Greek period, to the

florid luxurience of the wares of Saxony, France and England. A material

which presents a most lustrous surface, solid, imperishable and admirably

qualified for the application of brilliant colors, and which offers such in-

ducements to the painter for the practice of his art t that the pencil of the

glorious Raffaelle himself was occasionally employed in its decoration. The
term pottery is derived from the Latin "PottOrinm." The Word "Ceramic"
is derived from the Greek, Keramic is from "Keramicus," the name given
a quarter in Athens devoted to the manufacture of brick and tile. The
first European who. is recorded to have penetrated into China and to have

explored Chinese productions on their own soil, was the Venetian Marco
Polo, who makes record of same in the thirteenth century. The Chinese

guarded the secret of making china very zealously and told travelers that

the clay was mined and stored in great heaps exposed to the sun, wind, and
rain for forty years before being fit for use. Other stories were that china
was made from Marine shells, egg shells, gypsum, and other strange sub-

stances that were buried for one hundred years before fit for use. Among
the notable names made possible by being identified with china were those

of Bernard Palissy and who in 1550 discovered the enamels which enabled
him to execute the remarkable Ceramic works that are identified will* MB
name. In England, Joslah Wedgewood was the famous genius who founded
the potting industry. He laid out and gave the name of Etrarla to the town
that was and is still the center of the potting industry. In 1763

presented Queen Charlotte with a table service in what subsequently
known, and is still known as "Queen's Ware/* finally the Freud
missionary, B'Entrecalles gained entrance to a Chinese factory and saw tlie

ware made and forwarded the full particulars to Paris In 1712 and a series f
experiments by Reumer resulted ia the finding of suitable clay la Frane&
and the production of the fine porcelains of Severes. Records have been
found in China that they manufactured it 4,632 years ago. From CMna to

France and also into Egypt, Assyria, Greece, Rome, Babylonia, SStrnrfa, Italy,

Tuscany, Garni, nd on ckrwn through England, Germany and America has
porcelain anS china steadily wended its way for thousands of years, always
attracting the attention and holding the support and co-operation of most of
tne noted personages identified with the history of every land. Catherine
de Ilediei gave to it the name of ''Fayenee** and the name is still neJ by
tk French.

In Germany, Bottener was an apothecary's assistant of, Berlin and in

17Uf procured a true white porcelain and it W&B made in secret at Meissen
until a last some of the workmen escaped from tlieir imprisonment and
th%m tite secret spread and other factories were started at other cities.

Having outlined in a brief manner a few notes concerning the history
of cfetna, I will i^ass on to that which is of more vital Interest to ns, **tfe0

art of decorating the china," The first known color was blue made of C&-
^boJt used by the Chinese and as time went on and other nations became in-

terested in the decorations, they made Greens of Chromium and Copper,
Yellows of Uranium, Rubies of Gold, Pinks and Violets of Gold and Silver,,

and so on through hundred^ of various colors. The history of painting on
china is nearly as extended as the making of the china and space will nofc

permit of any mention except the fact that it received the largest



TRANSFERS. OUTLINE DESIGNS.

in 'America at the close of the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876

with French and German imported colors mixed and imported ready to use.

This method of buying colors soon proved distasteful to the American painter

d then began the importing and bottling the dry powdered color .and

mixing as needed. The price put on the first colors were from 20 to 85

Sate for a drain bottle and those engaged in the traffic made immense for-

*uaes and many retired. Only during the past four years has it been possi-

Me to secure high grade, standard, guaranteed, European colors at a popular

price and has been made possible by an European firm known as the Anglo-

French Art Co., establishing houses in America and importing direct from

the color mills of Europe and selling direct to the American consumer at

popular prices of 12 to 25 cents per bottle. This method of selling depend-

able guaranteed colors has brought back to the ranks of china painters thou-

sands who had discontinued the art on account of the high and unreasonable

prices, and many other thousands have been able to take up the art for

pleasure and profit because of the popular prices.

I will conclude with a few brief remarks about present day decorations.

The most simple and easiest method is by means of transfers or decalco-

mania the most exquisite and appropriate designs by such well known

European artists as Katherine Klein and others have been adapted to and

made especially for various shapes of china. These designs are printed on

a special paper with the ceramic color and the designs are transferee
1

^onto
tae china in a very simple manner and which consists of smearing oil on

tfee china exactly where the design is wanted and patting the oil until it be-

comes tacky, then having carefully trimmed the transfer and decided just

!*0w yon want it laid on the china it is laid face down on the sticky oil and

tlien with a wet rag press each part down firmly and when it is all pressed

on smooth* the china is tfeen immersed in water and the paper* soon soaks

loos amd floats off, leaving the color adhering to the oil on the eltl^a, then

mth a BEY rag, all wrinkles and loose parts are pressed down firstly and

tte efeina set aside to dry and it Is tfeen fired, and after being fireit aoff' adi-

dtttea to tite design may be painted on with colors to match those Bsed in

tte design ami also any parts that may be lacking, or ragged, or did mot

glass sufficiently may be gone over, and also backgrounds and tints may be

i*aSated n tltat portion of the china not covered by the design. The next

easfest way to produce band painted china is to select a study made espe-

cially for the purpose and printed on ordinary paper in outline, the studies

are imtally one section of a design and if to be put on a plate the section

may be repeated s many times as required to cover the plate, and the man-
ner of reproducing the design on the plate, or any piece of china, is to lay a

piece of graphite paper face down on the china and on top of this lay the

study face up, and exactly where you want it to appear on the china, then

l&stea ifee graphite paper and the study securely to the china with either

wax fastener or gum tape to keep the papers from moving, and then with

a, specially made steel tracing point you go carefully over the lines of the

jointed study and same will be traced through the graphite paper and on

tfce ebina. Next if you want the design outlined in black you take outlining

feiaek Cor any color) and mix stiff with medium and then add sufficient pen
medium to thin it so it will flow from a erowquill pen and with the pen go
Trer t&e design on the China and outline, then fire, then fill in the various

colors, tints and backgrounds as explained in the treatment that comes with

the study.
The above simple systems of china painting are for those desiring quick

and satisfactory results at small expense. Other methods consist of learn-

ing to draw directly upon the china and more thoroughly learning the work
that It may be followed as a profession or as a vocation for life and to persue
suck a course you should study with the very best of teachers and the wisest

plan is to stay wltfo -one teacher only long enough to secure the knowledge
she is able to impart and then pass to another and so on until .you have

gained a large fond of practice and information and through it all yon
should be careful to maintain a personality strictly your own and in the
end be able to originate and preserve a style that will perpetuate your name.



HOW TO BEGIN TO PAINT CHINA.

CHINA PAINTING.

The art of china painting is one of the most fascinating studies, and
not only as an agreeable pastime, but a profitable one as well. One need not

necessarily be able to draw to decorate china, as a design of any kind can

be taken from a study, and by means of tracing paper and graphite paper
made especially for china, transfer the design to china. A plate or plaque
is the best article for a beginner. Many people have been led to believe that

colors for this work will .not mix with each other, but this is a mistake; one

can mix them as they do water colors or oil paints. A steel pallette knife,

too, is all that is necessary.
Powder Colors should be thoroughly mixed with a moderate quantity of

Painting Medium. Use sufficient to form a paste and enough Turpentine to

make the color flow. When mixed, breathe on it sufficiently to prevent it

from spreading, and put it on the palette in the smallest compass possible,

4n order to keep it longer in good condition. After breathing on the color

do not mix it more than is necessary, or the moisture will evaporate and the

color will return to its running state. This condition proves a great annoy-
ance to the painter.

It is very important to breathe on the color, as the moisture from the

breath prevents it from spreading. If the color flows on the palette, it will

likewise flow on the china, and will settle around particles of dust or lint

that may be there, or in the colors, and when fired the work will be covered
with spots of paint, which will give it a woolly or rough appearance.

Get a pallette that has a cover so the colors may be kept free from dust
and lint.

Bo not use too much oil, as it will blister when fired. Oil of lavender
is used to moisten the colors alter they have become too dry to work *with
on the pallette. Wash your brushes when changing from one color to an-

other. Have a small dish or glass with an ounce or so of turpentine, an^
other one containing a very little medium. Now dip the brush in the tur-

pentine, shaking it a little, wipe on your rag by dragging over it aiXMt

twice, now dip the tip end in the medium, wipe again and you are ready to

paint. Brushes should not be too small Place each stroke where it should
go and do aot work over it as it will spoil the effect.

In mixing tints for a large surface, it is necessary to use more H than
for other painting. Take a broad, flat tinting brush, charge it well wita

color, and go over the surface to be tinted very rapidly. When it lias been
covered, take your pad and blend all smoothly,

W&en dark grounds are d?sired, the colors are grounded or dusted on.
Have the foest brushes and have enough, numbers two, six, eight, an^

ten in the square snaders, and one red sable liner number 0, a half-inch

tinting brush and number one, three and five short painting.
Dip the brush, in the turpentine then wipe lightly on the rag "whMi

should foe folded to about 6x8 and partly slipped under the left hand side of
the pallette, then dip in the medium and work off the superfluous oil jst so
tka bristles hold together and are pliable. For tinting paint the color on
smoothly , then pat down with a pad made fey pitting* & wad of cotton in a
piece of w&fte silk, that will not shed lint This can be cleaned by first

sealing it in turpentine then washing out witli soap and warm water; it

ranst then foe ironed smooth as tlie least wrinkle "will show in the tint.

DIRECTIONS FOR PAINTING.

If you have a study you wish to copy on a piece of china and if you
are unable to draw it directly on the ware get a tracing or outline of it on
a piece of tracing pamper, fasten this in the position you desire by means icff



HOW TO APPLY THE COLOR.

fastening wax or tape. Now slip a piece of graphite paper, made especially

for this purpose under it and trace the design through, using a steel tracing

point and after tracing remove the paper. Now take a crow quill pen and

with India ink go aver the entire design with fine outline and if you are

working on a conventional design it is well to use the different colors ot

India ink because you can designate wlxere the different china colors should

go by* the color of ink. After you have sketched your design in ink then

dampen a rag with turpentine and wipe the marks from the graphite paper

*

Take up the local color for a leaf or a petal and lay it on as quickly as

possible- Then flatten the brush on the palette, and sweep over the part just

painted as lightly as possible, being sure it is perfectly smooth before leav-

ing it When the color is applied thick use less oil to avoid spotting.

Keep the stroke of the brush in the direction of the fibres, and from

light to dark, or where the shadows will be finally. By so doing, the local

color will be thick where the shadows are to come, .and thin in the light

parts. The first painting being finished the darkest shadows will be sug-

gested. If the lights are not clear enough, moisten the brush slightly in oil

and wipe them out. Never paint thick dark colors for the first firing, as

there is plenty of opportunity to strengthen them in the second firing.

Bo not attempt any shadows in the first painting. Keep the color clear

and transparent, otherwise the work will become muddy and it will be im-

possible to make it fresh and clear.

If the piece is to be finished in two firings, it is necessary to put in the

background in the first painting.
For large pieces, it is better to fire three times or more, in order in the

second painting to soften the work into the background by sweeping the

color over the shadow pta-rts.

Suggest flowers ana foliage by modeling them out of the wet back-

ground. Careful attention must fee given to the effect -of light and shade.

If tlte background is not so smooth as desired, softea it down wifeh a

pad aad tljsem with a dea& oriisife remove tlie color from any lights that you
wish to r^tatm.

Stremgitea the sttadow paHs of the first painting. If they are jaot dark
l*, allow tlie piece to stand till almost dry, and then dust it* with dry
er eoler.

I>ry dusting is a form of ground laying and is used to obtain dark ef-

also te blend the design Into the background,

DIRECTIONS FOR DRY DUSTING.

ds a large tray place the dry powder s colors, keeping them separate.
Witlt a small wad of cotton or a medium size camel's hair brush, take up
{fee desired color ad pass over the parts to be strengthened.

A little fresh green may be used effectively over green leaves, and a spot
of yellow or orange may be introduced in places. When all the places that
Wft to fee intensified have been dusted a little Ivory Graze may be used

tlie "4tjter parts, so as to effectively blend them. Do not allow the Ivory
16 ^ouae in contact with Rose, Ruby or Red,' as Ivory Gla&e is prac-

tically Utix^aud is liable to turn. Rose and Ruby bluish and destroy Red.
After all tlie dusting is done a large, soft brush should be used to take

off any superfluous color. The piece is now ready for a second firing.
For tli iMrd painting put in the shadows and strengthen and accent

*w$iere necessary.
If you wfs& to blend your design into the background as well as give

ibft wxrit a feller ^aro use the Different glazes. For grapes, violets and
attar femes with Ijaveeder Gl&ze, rase Ivory Glaze over
light walSi U^H'tNtitaB fcMrfceSPe where you wish to merge one edor



TINTING AND GROUND LAYING.

into another, except as above mentioned. Grey Green Glaze is fine to se
over greens, browns and into the greys. Azure Glaze is used In connec-
tion with blues. Any of the colors may be used for dusting and are most
effective to produce very dark, deep shadows.

Brush off all superfluous color with a soft brush or a wad of cotton.
If the surface looks oily or spotted, apply more color. If any color is to be
removed, it must be done at once with the end of a pointed stick.

DIRECTIONS FOR TINTING.

The paints should be mixed with tinting oil or the medium a little

thinn-er than for painting. If an even tint is desired, the paint should be
laid on evenly with a large brush then padded smooth and free from blotches.

To make a pad take a piece of silk, white, and preferably rather heavy,
an old silk handkerchief will do nicely, put a piece of cotton about the size
of SL hickory nut for ordinary tinting and for small spaces, a smaller piece
should be used, in it and make a pad, then put a very little oil on the sur-

face, then dab it all over the paint until smooth.
Apply the paint very smoothly over the surface to be tinted but not very

heavy, then before it has time to dry pad it until perfectly smooth.
If a graduated tint from dark to light is desired the paints should be

laid on .correspondingly but not extended as far as the lightest shade is in-
tended to go, then commence padding where the color is the thinest an-d with
the color thus collected on the silk; pad as far as the tint is to extend, then
gradually work from light to dark. Rub a little of the- oil on the silk |*ad
before beginning the work.

DIRECTIONS FOR GROUND LAYING OR FOR
DUSTING ON GROUNDS.

Cover the surface to be tinted with Orcrandrng Oii holding the diina to-

wards the light, to see If it is evenly distributed. If a heavy ground is de-

sired, use the oil full strength, and pounce lightly; lor a delicate tint, add

very little turpentine to tfee oil, and mix well. In either case, the surface

sitoifld be perfectly even anil smooth, wfeicli citn only lie secured by tiie

Judicious use at tbe dabber. The oil is a quiefe dryer, aad becomes tacky at

Bee aad ready for the color, which is taken up in Quantity with the palette

knife and placed at one side of tfee oiled surface (sever sprinkle it on), them
witfe a broad -flat brush gently sweep tlte color over tfee cMna, coattotiBg
this meifeod till the oil will not alseorb any more eolor; this can oe De-

termined fey Hie sqrfiaee
%
; if dark spots appear, after standing a few

add laore wlor; vegeatfog Ms proeess uafcil a soft, dry tint remains;
tofcf ke surplus particles of color, and fc&e efeina is ready for firlag.

a ifeyjp^offifced stM; you can trace designs m@m t&e tinted surtax,
tfee ;9BJ$3,.B$rollB witfe past or enamel, beautiful aad mew effects are

'ed IB 'Ms wai;
piste and Darnel amioi fee worfeed over ground-laid color, et&er
toHpe*V$o iShoi. fbe <e!or will fear^ to be wiped ot wltetwer a de-

of this Mud is to be used.

It, ip aiTisable m tl*e ease of delieaste colors, snelt as |ose for ground,
ev &tee green, ate., to tMa Ifee oil ooasiderai>ly wltfo

as tfcs ftere tiie oil Is thiBBed tke less color it will hold and
tlte titter tlie tint *

Now, if yoa want a desigp witfe a grountded background, draw in

desigfc witli India ink, with a erow quill pen, aad proceed to worfe



SATIN FINISH COLORS GROUNDED ON.

described above, only you need not paint the oil in the design, and after you

have the background all on, then you can see your drawing through your

work; take a stomp and wipe out the design perfectly clean, and you will

find these stomps very valuable in this work.

Have your work absolutely dry if you have to carry it away to be fired,

because there is danger of rubbing if it is not dry.

If yon use satin finish or Royal Worcester colors (pink, ivory, pale

green, white, black, dark green, dark blue, pale blue, Torquay buff, ripe

olive green, robin's egg blue and yellow green) in this manner, then have

them fired, then put Anglo-French liquid bright gold over them. It will

come out of the kiln with a Roman gold effect that cannot be told from the

genuine Roman gold, and it will wear just as well. Handles and rims can

be made in this way: Put the satin finish colors on for the first fire and

the liquid gold for the second fire.

PASTE FOR RAISED GOLD.

Conventional work where relief gold is used is very attractive and with

a little practice can be done by anyone. Get the paste for raised gold and

mix it thoroughly with a little "Oil for raised paste," using two parts of the

oil to four parts of the paste; mix it with a palette knife until it is a smootth

paste, then add a very little turpentine. Take a small liner, either No. or

No. 1, insert the point underneath the paste, taking it out quickly and with

an upward movement, and the paste will remain on the upper side of the

brush; then outline with a clean, clear stroke. It is well to begin on simple
effects and avoid raising the lines too high. If you will breathe on your
paste it will make it work easier and stay where you put it better. Allow
the work to dry gradually and thoroughly before firing, and if it chips off

after firing you have possibly used too much oil or .applied it over an oily

surface. Now, there are two ways of applying the gold after the paste has

fire*!. If you wish to work the quickest way, then use the powdered
If the powdered gold is used, take your brush, dip it in your oil for

paste and paint your work all over with it. Be sure that every part
of the paste has been touched with the oil; aJIow it to stand a very few
minutes, then wash,the entire piece with soap and water and wipe dry; this

will leave the white china perfectly clean and dry, but there will be enough
of the oil remain in the porous paste to take up what gold is needed. Now,
place your work on a clean, white paper the smooth tracing paper is the

'

best o you will not waste any of your gold, and after you are certain that
tlie china Is dry, pour the powdered gold on the work and with a soft brush
push it over until it has been over every part of the paste; now shake all

the surplus off on your smooth paper, and if you find that there are any
%ots where the gold has not adhered, then put it on again, and with your
Bi*ft, eiean brush take all the powder off the white china. You will now find
tfeat tlie gold is only on the paste. Fire and burnish either with sand or
with <a glass brush.

If you wish to use the paste gold, mix it with turpentine or lavender
nil, and with a fine Ikier or fine brush go over the entire design, being care.
ftol mot to extend the gold out over the white china. Jewels used in con-
Beeiioii with gold paste are pretty and they are made with the colored
eaantals. Enamel jewels are to be put on for the last fire, because they axe
liable to euae off if fired more than once. Do not thin your gold, and apply
it s tMn that when it is fired you cannot see it, and if you burnish with
sand use very little sand and have your rag very wet; burnish the same as
you would if you were polishing a piece of fine silverware.

If your paste spreads from using too much oil, scrape it off and apply
again, as it is very difficult to repair damages in this kind of work.

As the mixture dries out in using, it should be thinned with turpentine,
antl If mere Is a teaicle&ey to spread -or to flatten out on the palette this can
be <^a3iteTOte fefjr lureaifiiBg fmot Mowing) into it



THE USE OF VARIOUS MATERIALS.

BURNISHING SAND.

DIRECTIONS. Pour some sand into a saucer, and cover well wltii

water. Saturate thoroughly in this a piece of soft cloth., allowing all the

sand to adhere that will. Rub this over the gold gently, always being care-

ful to keep the cloth very wet and not to rub too hard or too long in one

place. When sufficiently polished, the article should be washed and dried.

If desired, the gold may be further polished with a glass brash and you
should use extreme care in handling a glass brush not to get the small par-

ticles of glass in your eyes.

MEDIUMS.

DIRECTIONS IN THE USE OP OILS AND MEDIUMS. If you wish to

make your own medium for powder colors use one drop of oil of cloves to

six drops of Balsam copaiba.
It is not advisable to make your own oils and mediums, it is cheaper to

buy them already prepared.

Grounding oil is used for dusting on powder colors by painting the oil

evenly on the china and then covering with the dry color, shake off all sur-

plus colors.

Dresden thick oil is used to mix powdered gold and silver. Oil for raised

paste is used to mix paste for raised gold.

Thinning essence to thin lustres or Roman gold.

Acid resist is used in etching gold or silver.

Lavender oil is invaluable with Roman gold.

Tinting oil is used for light grounds whic^ are afterwards to be blended.

Never use turpentine to clean the edge o? lustre*, use; alcohol or water

with a stick.

To make an even tint on a large surface use a little oil of

keep it open until it is padded.

GOLD WORK,

For this work will be required a small palette, a fine brush or tracer,

for fine liaes, etc., a number four square shader for handles and flat sur-

faces, a small palette knife, two wide necked bottles, opening large eBoragfe

to ataii palette knife &ad brushes. These bottles should be used for .turpen-

tine and alcohol, sm& should be well corked when not in use. Do not aBow
the turpentine to stand long enough to become oily, as it will make tfee goM
fat and cause it to spread over year china. Fresh, clean. tarpen*!Be is a
necessity.

Mix thoroughly with turpentine thin enough to flow from the bras!*, Imt
aot tMn enough to spread. Among amateurs the idea Is prevalent tltat I

order to get a good coat of gold it is necessary to ase the gold stiff, trat stiff

gold will not flow from the brash.
If the gold curdles, or does not mix readily with turpentine, add two OF

three drops of laveneler or gold essence.

In filling tfce brash, which should be moderately full to the quill, be
sure to worfe it thoroughly in the gold. Do not twist the brush to form a
sharp point, as this empties the point of the brush. It is .neceswy to

a full brush and a light touch. When the gold becomes stiff OB the
add a little turpentine and remix. If it clogs oa the brush dip in tine

peutine and again work the brush in the gold.



THE MANIPULATION OF GOLD.

For solid work, such as handles, use a square shader of medium size.

Keep the brush fiat, and brush over the gold repeatedly until you havs
worked out all streaks or brush marks.

Two or three drops of liquid gold added to Roman gold will make it go
farther and will spread more evenly. Do not use too much liquid gold or

the gold may run and the edges become ragged.
For stippling have the gold stiff. Do not dip the stippler in turpentine,

as it takes up too much and makes the gold too thin. Always wash the stip-

pler in alcohol after using it.

Use Virgin Roman gold for white china and paste for raised gold. Hard
or unfluxed gold should .be used for working over color and on Belleek china.

It may also be used for paste for raised gold.
Before you commence to gild remove all color and grease marks with

a cloth.

Keep separate brushes for gold work.
It is generally advised not to wash gold brushes. If you remove all the

gold you can by dipping the brush in turpentine and then working it out

thoroughly on the palette there will be very little loss. Wash the brush in

alcohol to prevent it from hardening. When a sediment has accumulated
POTIF off the alcohol and allow sediment to dry, then remix with oil.

To put a band around a plate or saucer, or*any similar article, dip the
tip end of the fore finger in the gold and with a very little gold on it at one
time lraw it around on the china, which makes a much evener line ana"

more si>edily done than with a brush.
Do not get too much on the finger, do it very daintily, apply the finger

to the china, nibbing from right to left, back and forth until the edge is uni-
form In width and the gold is tacky. Do not bear on too hard. If it is ap-
plied too thickly it will scale off after firing. Be careful of finger marks
after your work is done as well as before the gold is put on. Two coats are
better t&aa ae

Silwr can be used in the samej&y as the gold, it fs burnished the same
aad fref#ed t&e same waj*

LIQUID BRIGHT GOLD.

This fires very bright and it requires no burnishing. It is used very
twywwer, except as a first coat for Roman gold, where a large surface

Is to to eorered and where the only advantage is its cheapness, for it will
not wmr well, because it has but little gold metal in its composition. In
tiering large surfaces with gold, a small iiuantity of Bright Gold mixed
with Bswsii gold will be found more economical, as it flows .easily and ea-
afeles tme t spread it on evenly and cover a larger surface with the same

of gt>W- After this Is fired it should be given a coat of pure Romas

bdgfot gold may be med on tinted backgrounds of color that hare
0re& When applying it to white china clean off all the grease inarfes

as fcwr lustre and Romas gold. If you wish to remove any part of the gold
n Ixe s^ it is wiped out clean, as all status will fire purple. If Bright
Iwecwies to thick for use, thin* it with gold essence.

LtiQuid bright gold laay be applied over backgrounds of matt color, pro-
ttefc fkey liave been first fired.

&et the decorated article !>e perfectly dry before firing.
$*0r firing; $bserye Oiat t&e heat increases gradually, I&ave the muffle
!og TO^fe^M't& fe^toiiig % pirait tbe escsaie g %e varpor arising

from ^& g&$$ %mm %*$," 'mjj&r all Oie TOiMr feas e&fcafpe from the Baf
close ft and gr^imlll'lteire^^'fifeiiilriBg imtil it lteoe& a H^tt red Meal.

After {fifes,M fee/ifare <MWAR>te mt$m Ttefot* 'reiWH* it
'



PREPARING TO FIRE CHINA.

FIRING.

A kiln is the best investment a decorator can make, if constant work and

experimenting are to be pursued. The advantage in owning a kiln is that

after becoming familiar with it one can judge results very nearly accurate

and. can work with a definite plan, knowing just where to place certain wares
'

that are decorated with this or particular color or enamel. Then again it is

a satisfaction to be able to fire ones own ware as often as is necessary or as

is desired, without the trouble and expense of taking elsewhere, where |>er-

haps they will not get the desired heat.

As to the best kind of a kiln to buy I will say positively that it is a
mere matter of fancy and to prove this will say that if you were to go into

Russia you would find them firing in kilos heated with wood and makers of

colors produce them to fuse at a low temperature especially for the Russians,
next go into Prance and you find them using charcoal kilns, then in Ger-

many they use coal oil, in England they use gas and coal,

Some use iron muffles, others use fire-clay muffles and all get about the

same results and it is therefor a mere matter of price and the style of kiln

that may please you best

"CLEANO" IS FINE FOR CLEANING UP CHINA.

Remove all spots or blemishes that are on the china such as finger

marks, price tags or marks, blow off all superfluous particles of color that

has been dusted on. "Cleano" is fine for cleaning on china.

Gold will turn dark and rub off if underfired.

Raised paste and enamel should look dull before putting in the kiln.

Carmines require a hard fire, so do the blues, iron reds need a lighter

fire, and the gold colors need a hard fire.

Decorators have employed various means to determ-me when- t&eir Kims

are fired up; but, while their efforts have been more or less successful, their

methods left room for improvement The solution of tkis problem lies In m
use of "Pyrometric Cones." .

- These cones, which are absolutely reliable, being made by expert ceram-

ists, partially melt and bend over when the temperature reaches a certain

Wisen placing Belleek for firing, the glased parts must not come in eom-

tact with anything else in the kite, as it would inevitably stick wherever It

To kvoid all danger of shattering during the firing, care must foe tafcea

that pieces witfe large, fiat bases do not rest" directly on the bottom T the

kirn, or on fiat bats; soeh pieces should be raised by means of fireclay pas
placed under tte feet -of the ware, permitting the free circulation of heat

and if a razzo board fee laid on bottom of kiln and large pieces set on ite

razzo board it will cause the bottom to heat more slowly aad lessen

ger of eraddiig or shattering.

USING CONES.

The cones must be placed in various parts of the kiln, where tfoey caai fe$

seen through the spyholes. When fee kiln is ready for firing tarn on the

heat slowly at first to evaporate all t&e oil and until every felt * mowiifei

is out of the kiln. Do not hurry the firing, the heat should i?e applied grad-



USING CONES AND MENDING CHINA.

until the cone bends over, then shut off the heat

heat and china should not be taken out until cool enough to handle with

hncan he repaired In an ordinary kiln, it should first *e cemented

with a cement especially prepared for that purpose, then tied with asbestos

twine to prevent it slipping in the firing.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING VITRIFIABLE
CEMENT.

The china should be* cleaned with "Cleano" especially the broken edges.

Mix the cement with water or mucilage to the consistency of cream and

apply to the edges that are to be joined.

In placing the broken pieces together extreme care should be taken to

get them exactly in their original position, otherwise the joint will be imper-

fect Sometimes the article can be so placed in the kiln as to overcome a

tendency to fall apart of its own weight. Usually, however, it must be tied

together with asbestos cord. Place in the coolest part of the kiln.

Kilns should be kept white on the inside by giving them a coat of

"kiln glaze" and firing it on at an extra high heat with nothing in the kiln.

Cracks in -a kiln pot may be filled with "kiln paste" and fired the same way.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE OF LUSTRES.

The lustres are generally used directly from the vial in which they are

put *ip The greatest care is necessary in the use of them or disappointment

will be the result It is most essential that absolute cleanliness should be

observed. If possible, a separate brush should be used for each lustre, with

the name of the color carefully marked on it. However, if it be necessary

to use the same brash for different lustres, we advise washing it thoroughly

in essence or alcohol at each change. An ordinary square camel-hair shader

Is the best for this iise, the size varying with the work in hand.

If an even tint is required, the lustre must be applied and padded quick-

ly, as it dries very rapidly. It can be kept open longer by adding essence,

tat tills, of course, makes it thinner, and is not advisable unless a pale tint

Is desired.
Wliem darker colors are used an even tint can be obtained without pad-

ding by repeated applications. Usually two or three are sufficient, the article

&etng fired each time another coat of lustre is added.

Fine effects can be obtained by using one color over another and alsx> by

using tfeem over Roman gold and liquid bright gold* also in combination with

pffj^.A and enamel.
WlieM used on French china, they must be fired at a high temperature

and are Improved by repeated hard fires.

On Belleek very careful firing is necessary, as too strong a heat will

cause them to sink into tbe glaze and to lose their brilliancy.

Never eleai! the edge of lustre before firing with anything but alcohol,

as turpentine will creep and ruin the lustre.

Dry the lustres immediately after they are placed on the china in an
oven aod raanage your work so It will avoid dust, as every particle that set-

tles on it will sitow teu^foM after firing.

Have the bottles in a Iwx, or IB some other way, very firm so they will

not tip orer. Use a large flat fensfe for large surfaces &&& it must be done



APPLYING LUSTRES, FIRING ETC.

very quickly and smoothly. When dried and cool wrap the chiaa in tissue

paper and have fired as soon as possible. Use perfectly clean brushes and
after finishing for the day clean them thoroughly with soap and water and
alcohol. Wet brushes will change the color of lustres.

Opal lustre is one of the best wearing colors if used thin.

In covering large surfaces with lustre, use a square shader of medium
size or a flat Russia sable brush. Apply the lustre evenly and get over the
surface as quickly as possible, having a silk dabber in readiness to pounce
the surface until it is even and almost dry. It is necessary to work quickly
as the lustre dries rapidly. Opal and mother of pearl lustres are best when
not pounced.

While applying and drying lustre decorations, use the greatest care to

avoid dust, as it will cause a spotted appearance after firing.
In firing lustres special care should be taken to see that the work is dry

before placing it in the kiln. The kiln must be perfectly sound and dry
and the firing must proceed slowly at first, so that the oils may be driven
off gently and to allow all fumes and gases to escape as they are very in-

jurious and may cause the lustre to come out dull and without adhesion.
Too rapid heating up*of the kiln may cause the lustre to scale or peel off.

Should the lustres come out unsatisfactory, their tone may be changed
and often serious defects can be remedied by covering with mother of pearl
and again firing. Mother of pearl is a valuable lustre as a covering for most
of the lustres which should be already fired. It will give beautiful iride-

scense and warm tones.

In case any article receives other decorations it is advisable to apply and
fire the lustre decoration last of all, but lustres can easily stand several fir-

ings, providing the kiln is sound and affords a ready exit for the gases that

are formed in firing.
Gold and enamels or raised paste can be used over fired lustres. Raised

paste can be used over unfired \ustres if desired.

Blemishes in lustre can sometimes be covered by tracing fine lines of

Roman gold over the surface. Raised gold work is very effective for outlin-

ing lustre designs. Lustres fired over burnished gold give very artistic ef-

fects and greatly enhances the value of the work. Green, yellow, "brown,

blue, violet and ruby are the shades mostly used over gold.
Lustres are best adapted for decorative effect, such as bands, borders or

linings, such as the i-nside of cups, bowls, etc. The best shades for linings
are ivory, old Ivory, yellow, light shammy, light green, opal and mother of

pear!.
Poster work is very effective in lustres and they are suitable in all con-

ventional work.
CMna with an irregular or uneven surface is best adapted for lustre

decoration, especially where large surfaces are covered with lustre, as it gives
a greater iridescent effect and adds to the beauty of the work.

When lustre rests in crevices heavily they will not glaze like a color,
but peels off like flour, leaving waite china.

To get 4ark metalic effects in lustres you must rely on two or three

fires; dark green, light green or yellow over purple, Mack or ruby will pro-
duce naost of the iridescent colors. To get a bronze effect, the lustre is used
over fired and burnished gold.

Never use turpentine with lustres or near them, as it will rain tfeeir

color,

Ijostnes over fired gold make the most charming combinations awl tised

over fired matt colors produce inetal effects.

'When, raby or orange has a tendency to nib off in the firing coat them
over with a thin application of yellow which will fix them and not change the
color.

Yellow Lustre padded makes a delicate yellow tint, several times makes
-a deep iridescent yellow with pearly effects. Over rose which has been fired

is a mother of pearl, over steel blue is an oxydized silver. Ordinary fire.

Orange over green gives a yellow tone, over ruby and purple a
iridescent color. Ordinary fire.



SOME LUSTRE COMBINATIONS.

Gold lustre Is used as a first color coat under a burnish gold; it saves

gold and nmkes a rich effect. The covering for gold is effective as are also

green and ruby. Rose color fire.

Light green lustre will look yellowish if too thin.

Silver lustre is opaque and can be used over a bad piece of painting to

cover defects. Green, ruby and violet are pretty over silver.

Light green tinted is a green grey. It is most beautiful when it has had
several coats. When green gold, bronze, or silver is used over it, a lovely

pink flush is sometimes cast over it. It makes a nice combination over rose,

ruby, purple, silver and orange.
Dark green is a blue green and makes a fine, rich combination over ruby,

purple and silver. Over a ground of burnish gold it makes a rich iridescent

green bronze effect.

Iridescent Rose is a bluish green with a rose lustre, and is one of the

hardest lustres to handle satisfactorily as it is so liable to spot. Strong fire.

Purple has a gold lustre when used heavily and is beautiful if used un-

der dark green. It is also a hard color to handle properly.
Orange must be used carefully as it sometimes rubs off; used over ruby

it makes a rich scarlet and over green and blue it makes a beautiful olive,

Brown ie useful for neutral tones in conventional work and for flesh

tones in lustre figure work. *

Steel Blue is very dark and rich with blue, green and ruby tones. Padded
it is a fine steel grey good for back grounds with a second coat of dark green.

Steel, black, silver, platinum, gold and copper are all opaque lustres and
if & piece of china has been spoiled and it is too large and too much trouble
to take tae paint off with acid, these lustres cans be used in a conventional
design and hide the original design.

B*r other -eomMnations read "Lustre Book/* price IQc, by Anglo-IPreneh
Art Co., C&ieago or Kansas City, Mo.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE OF ENAMELS.

JBWBLRY. -Artists who have .attempted a decorative scheme
of enamel dots find they have several difficulties to overcome before they
an obtain eomplet satisfaction. If turpentine is used as the medium, grad-
*! evaporation makes it almost impossible to get the dots of even size. If

fat <j|l is added, blisters are inevitable; the enamels are liable to get "fatty"
and Mister from the constant addition o turpentine.

I &wsiBd a remedy for these troubles in a combination of oils, the use of
wMeli kept the enamels open and prevented blistering and is known as
enamel mixing oil.

Alter all the design is sketched on, grind down your outlining color or
gold, with, a little medium "and then thia with the pen medium, until it drops
msfij from tfee outlining pen. Test your lines. If paint does not flow read-
ily, a&$ more pen medium; if it looks weak, or spreads, add a little more
color, Wliea it makes a fine, clean-cut line, not so fine as to be wavering and
weajr, &fa it is all right. Outline the entire design and then fire it.

-Grind ilown the enamel you re to use with just enough enamel mixing
oil to rnafee It cling together, then add turpentine and grind again. A small
asMTOnt can easily be reduced to smoothness with a palette knife, but for a
large amount a glaas muller does the work more thoroughly and quickly.
It must be tMn enough to spread slowly after you have it placed in a com-
pa^et mass. Use a long fin enamel brush. Dip up a small portion on the
tip of the long fomsn, <$ei3ostt it on the ^etal OF leaf it is designed for gentlyand <p*IeiEiy drag It e^er fee surface -until all of the petal is covered witi* a0moo& enamel, very 1W* As it diies it will lie ton and almost as flat SB
paint, and showing m0 brush naarta,

All powder enamels must be ground down with a small mantitv of
enaanel mixing oil first and then turpentine <mly, nothing else. If for any

ii



THE USE! OF ENAMELS.

reason the (hard glaze china should require another fire after the enamels
have been fired, -while there is always more or less risk, this risk will be re-
duced if you wash over all the fired enamels with equal "parts of lavender oil
and turpentine, using a large brush No. 4 pointed shader will do. Do not
attempt this on unfired enamels. On soft glaze ware such as Japanese
Satsuma the enamels will stand several firings and each firing will add to
the beauty.

For years artists have tried ta color their own enamels and always with
more or less disappointment and failures, but now you can buy all the
shades in ready mixed enamels and with guaranteed success. They are used
by the noted enamel artists who have thoroughly tested them and use no
others. They come in two kinds, one for the hard glaze china, requiring a
hard fire, another for Satsunia and soft ware, requiring a light fire. Mul-
berry purple, Wistaria violet and Japanese scarlet are all beautiful colors and
by mixing these with white you can get all the shades. Venetian blue and
Turquoise blue enamel are two exquisite blues, one light and the other dark.

It is well to buy your enamels of Anglo-French Art Co. of Chicago or
Kansas City, Mo. t because theirs are the best on the market

If a shaded flower is desired, there are two ways in which this can be
done shading the enamel when dry with a thin wash of paint, or blending
two tones of enamel. The latter is* the best for one who is studying this
work without an instructor.

Pre^xare your two shades of enamel. Have them alike as to quality,
thinning both with turpentine to as near the same consistency as possible.
Commence with the lightest. Lay it on the portion of petal you wish the
lightest at on<?e, lay the darker shade on the other part, dragging the two
shades together. This requires practice, but can be done smoothly and per-
fectly.

HOW TO USE RUBBER STAMP INITIALS AND
CONVENTIONAL DESIGNS.

The rubber design for decorating chin^ is used all over Europe by all

of the decorators who wish to do a number ol pieces exactly alike, and the
method of using is to mix up the color rather stiff and then with a flat knife
draw the color out thin, and even and about as thick as a heavy piece of

paiteT, it is best done on a piece of glass, and ne^r one side of tlie flat glass.
H&w take tfce stamp aM press onto toe color, being careful ttsat it is done
evenly, so that the color will be even oa t&e stamp, &u! ttien press the stamp
onto the china where you want tie design* and "being careful to give an even,
steady pressure and to remove stamp firom thte e&tma with a quick, upward
movement, so as not to blur the design, linen depends on the pressure you
give the stamp onto tta ehiaa, ad the way tlie color is prepared, tat pcae-
fee will soon emi>le you to stauat t&e $estga on clearly and ereiily, and if

you want the design all around a piece of china it is necessary to repeat fee
design so they will come together where you wisl.

Tfeese designs may be stamped on, ,aad any part not wanted re0Te
a stomj*, and outline designs may be stamped on and fired and the opes

es filled in with a different rnlor.

If the designs or initials are desired in gold or silver you may
sae as yaa woaM color,,sand proceed the same,

TRANSFERS ON CHINA.

You can also get beautiful results for artistic vase^ plates, aad s

pieces of eMiaa, by the use of Mgli grade transfers. Tliese transfers aW <!-

signed by tie finest artists in tlie world and many of the china decorators



HOW TO PUT ON TRANSFERS.

are using them, retouching them, and changing them in detail, so that no

one knows but what they are all hand work.

Take for instance a large transfer, if it is possible to cut apart and re-

arrange it, you can put it on in pieces, giving an entirely different effect

from the original, and if you have had no experience with this work you

should put on and have it fired before doing anything else to it, but if you

have had considerable practice, you can wipe all the surplus oil off the piece

of china where the transfer does not touch, and put in extra
pamtin|,

then

alter it ft* fired you should go over the whode design just as if you had made

the eatire study with your own hand. You can make the shadows darker

by painting over them, or lighter by wiping out some of the color, only if you

wish to wipe out any of the transfer, you should wait until it is thoroughly

dry, then scratch it off with an erasing knife, then wipe gently over it wiih

a rag slightly wet with turpentine.

Be very sparing with the use of transfer medium, only enough to make

the plate tacky is required, a lOc bottle will put on a great number of trans-

fers and if you find it too thick, thin it with a little turpentine.

'After you have applied the transfer medium, very thin, pat it until it is

perfectly even and tacky, then lay your transfer down on it smoothing every

wrinkle oat' with your finger, and if you wet your finger slightly and presa

it down you will find you have better results than any other way. After all

the wrinkles are out, lay the china in water until the paper floats off, then

take a very soft cloth and press (do not rub now) until there is absolutely

no bubbles or rough places. Now let it dry thoroughly, a day is best, then

If you will make a lather of "No Blister" and wash gently over the transfer

(providing you have no paint on it) being careful not to take any of it off,

you will have no trouble about your work blistering.

A FEW TREATMENTS.

BOSKS. A light wash of grey for white roses is used for the

half tones in tfae petals, washing out and leaving the white china for the

ghte. Grey applied heavily is used /or the shadows. The centers are

yellow retouched with egg yellow and a slight touch of gold grey.

YI&i0W RGSBR The local tone is yellow rose, which may be gra4u-

atofl to a thin wash for the highlights. The darker portions may be retottch-

$* with &g yellow, yellow brown and a little in the deepest shadows. A
slight touch of brown green is used for the centers.

PSNK ROSES. The local tone is wild rose pink applied thinly, for the

darker portions use American Beauty a-nd for the shadows Copenhagen grey.

B&rk pink roses have a local tone of crimson applied thinly and the darker

Be*rt!0Bj3 are retouched with ruby purple and Copenhagen grey. To obtain

a mft Indistinct effect, allow the painting to dry, and before firing powder
wit!* flak or wee.

EE1> ROSES. Use ruby purple for the local tone, the darker portions

are to te retouched with ruby. For the deepest shadows use richest ruby-

red. Pansy purple is useful for the centers. Before the last firing, dry thor-

oughly and powder very slightly, with pompadour red.

ROSE LEAVES. Apple green, moss green and dark green are used for

the local tmm, for retouching and strengthening use Russian green, brown

green and drake neck. Brown green is used for stems and it should be par-

tially overlaid with violet of iron. Warm tones in the leaves are produced
with yellow brown and deep red brown, also violet of iron and brown pink

green. ,

BACKGROUNDS (FOR ROSES.) Copenhagen grey is very useful as a

foundation color, pale lilac tones are obtained with violet of gold, yellowish

tones with lemon yellow er ivory yellow, -warmer yellowish tones with old

ivory or yellow brown." Pale green tones are obtained with coalport green,
darker tos with apple green, bluer tones with water green. Turquoise blue

14



TREATMENTS FOR FLOWERS:

or light blue for blue, rose for pink, blood red for darker red, moss green,

Russian green and royal green for darker greens.

POPPIES. Red poppies are painted with poppy red for the local tone,

which should be shaded with blood red for the darker tones and violet for

the deepest shadows. The centers are painted with brown green, violet and
touches of black over violet.

White poppies are made with a thin wasii of grey for while roses for tfee

darker shadows use either yellow, Copenhagen grey, or shading grey dark-

ened with grey for flowers. The centers are the same as for red poppies.
Pink poppies have pink rose for the local tone, they are retouched with

crimson, ruby purple and in the deepest portions, pansy purple. When yel-

low is in the background, a touch of lemon yellow in adjacent highlights is

very effective.

Poppy leaves are executed with yellow green, dark green, brown green
and violet .for the shadows. For m background, Copehagen grey, egg yellow;
dark green, violet, yellow green, ivory yellow and pearl grey will make a

beafitiful combination.
CHRYSANTHEMUMS. -White blossoms are painted the same as white

roses, but using Copehagen grey in the deepest shadows. Pink blossoms are

painted with crab apple pink or rose, shaded with crimson, and a touch of

egg yellow for the center. For violet blossoms the local tone is violet of

gold shaded with lilac and royal violet and in the deepest shadows, pansy
purple. The centers are egg yellow and a touch of yellow red.

The leaves are moss green and empire green, shaded with dark green
and brown green and touches of violet of iron.

For the background, Copenhagen grey, egg yellow, coalport green, pearl

grey; a little yellow red powdered over the yellow wi^l give a fine orange
tint and a slight powdering of pink over the Copenhagen and pearl grey will

give pinkish greys. Powdering with pink over the pink blossoms aad
violet of gold over the violet flowers will add to their softness and they may
be thus blended into the background.

VIOLETS (single or double.} The local tone for light violets is lilac

and for dark violets, violet Pansy purple may be used for the Deepest shad-

ows and centers, a totieh of egg yellow and pompadour red Is also used in the
centers.

The leaves are grass green, brown green aad dark green. In the back-

ground, use coalport green, egg yellow, and a little raby purple, aad a little

yellow red over the yellows will add wanntfe.

SWSBT PEAS, The pink blossoms are painted wltl* royal rose, wash-

Ing &ni and leaving the white eMna for t&e idgWights, tiie deefjest sitadows

are efisason, YeJlow blossoms are painted with ivory yellow, the darker por-

tions Wng egg yellow and touches of yellow red for tfee deepest siiadom
Violet blossoms are painted with lilac an4 s&a$etl with roya! violet. Beep
r&d blossoms are painted witfo dark red rose and shaded wit! a little pansy
purple. Beep purple blossoms consist of pansy purple stiaded witfe black.

Tne coloring of the leaves and the background fe about tfee same as for

violets.

CARNATIONS. WMte, pink and red oamatioos are painted wftl <tfca

same colors as used for roses, ^
GLQVML Pink clover is painted witfe a wash of American Beauty, Hi^

markings are ruby purple and the shadows refer purple and a little gold grey.
Distant clover is made with Gopentagea grey and pi&fe. Wiite elorer Is

painted wit& pear! grey aad strengthened witti shading grey. In the last fir-

ing toucfces of wBlte enamel may be used for tfee highlights. For tite light
colored leaves nse yellow green retouched with grass green and touches of

bttrmi green, darter leaves are made with olive gree* shaded wHb darfe

green and a little brown green; for indistinctness, some of the leaws may be

powdered with apple green,
ULACa The colorings in lilacs also leaves and background are t&*

same s for violets.

FORGHTMBNOTS. For the light blossoms use Italian sky blue, I*
those of medium tone x^e tnrguoise blue and the darker ones use



TREATMENTS FOE

blue, the centers are touches of egg yellow and carnation. The treatment of

leaves and background' is the same as for violets.

GERANIUM. For the first firing, lay in the brighter blossoms with

wild rose pink and the darker ones with brown pink, wiping out the high-

lights where necessary. In the second firing the half tones and shadows are

made with geranium red, blood red and pompadour red.

The leaves are painted with yellow green, olive green and brown green,

the reddisb tints in the leaves are produced by blending in crimson, violet of

gold auburn brown and a little finishing brown in the darkest portions.

To obtain softness in the -flowers they may be powdered with carnation,

using it very sparingly, the darker flowers may be powdered with brown

pink In a warm toned background, the leaves can be powdered with brown

pink* and pompadour red in order to blend into the background, which may
consist of lemon yellow, shaded into egg yellow, yellow brown, auburn brown

and dark brown, a little apple green blended into the yellows will add

atmosphere.
f

DAISIES. Paint the white blossoms with grey for white roses,

wiping out and leaving the china for the highlights, for the deepest shadows

use a very little Copenhagen grey. The centers are egg yellow, yellow brown

and a little hair brown. For yellow daisies use silver yellow, 'which may be

strengthened wkh egg yellow and yellow brown and for the centers use deep

red brown and hair brown. The leaves are similar to poppy.

BUTTERCUPS. 4re painted with go^denrod yellow, the shadows yellow

brown and a litttle yellow* red. Leaves same as poppy.
* TRUMPET FLOWERIS3. The local tone is yellow red, the shadows are

carnation, blood red and the deepest shadows <a little deep red brown. A lit-

tle egg yellow -may be worked into the highlights. The treatment for leaves

is $me as for rose leaves excepting that the stems are not overlaid with

violet of iroM.

FIRJ* BBSH. The blossoms liave the same treatment -as geraniums and

tile leaves are the same as for roses.

CRAB APPLK BLOSSOMS. The blossoms are painted with crab apple

plufc, wiping out for the highlights and shading with Copenhagen grey, the

centers are moss green and touches of e^ yellow and carnation, the distant

flowers are cream rose mixed wiOi a little Copenhagen grey and greater in-

distinctness can be produced by powdering with cream rose or brown piftk.

Tlae leaves are the same treatment as rose, leaves.

EASTER LILY. The white cMma should be left for the highlights and
a Tery little pearl grey worked in for the lighter portions and shading into

shading grey, the darkest shadows are brown pink worked into the shading
grey, tfce centers universal green, egg" yellow; yellow red, and the shading is

terk browa. The leaves atBd stems universal green, dark green and dark
ggmea and tfee deepest shadows pansy purple over the greens, powdering with
pansy purple will give deptli to the green portions.

PBA.GH BLOSSOMS. The local tone is "peach blossom, and cream rose

and the darker portions crimson, the shadows are a little ruby purple and
tfee deepest tones for distance in the blossoms, is pansy purple shaded into
lilac. TJie centers are yellow green with* touches of auburn brown. The
leaves are water green, apple green*, moss green and a little turquoise green
for t&e portions with a bluish tinge.

ANSM0NH The white blossoms are painted with pearl and Copenhagen
greys, tlte cemters are egg yellow with touches of moss green and deep red
brown, The pink blossoms are painted with rose and shaded with ruby pur-
ple, centers same as^for the white1 blossoms. The red blossoms are painted
with ruby purple for the first firing, and in the second firing retouched
with pompadour red, a thin wash in the lighter portions and applied heavier
for tbe shadows. Bsifcg areftal not to overflre after painting with the pom-
padour, this combination will produce the finest cardinal to be obtained.

The leaves are painted witl pellow green and moss green, a little brown
green and dark green being used for shadows and shading.



TREATMENT #OR M^OWURS, ETC.

GOLD PISH. The local tone for the fish is egg yellow, the darker tones
are yellow brown which is wiped out for the scales, the golden tone is pro-
duced by retouching with carnation and touches of blood red. the deepest
shadows are pompadour red. Water is produced by washes of pearl grey and
water green.

MANDARIN DUCK. The green feathers are turquoise green shaded
with drake neck green. The white breast is painted with pearl grey. The
foundation for the brownish feathers is grey for flesh and retouched with
finishing brown to which a very little drake neck green is added. The found-
ation for the neck is brown pink, it is retouched with egg yellow for the

highlights and with a wash of ruby purple for the local tone. The shading is

gold grey. The beak is ruby..purple for the first fire, blood red for the sec-

ond fire.

BLACKBERRIES are painted with purple grape nd pansy purple, the

highest lights are violet of gold. Unripe berries are painted with ruby pur-
ple, distant berries are lilac, royal violet and ruby purple. The white blos-

soms are painted with pearl grey, the highlights being wiped out. The cen-
ters are brown pink and touches of auburn brown. The leaves are ivory yel-

low, yellow green, olive green and brown green, the shading is dark green
and a little finishing brown. The background contains turquoise blue, Cop-
enhagen grey, egg yellow, cream rose and a little pompadour red applied
thinly.

CURRANTS are laid in with ruby purple for the first firing, being care-
ful to wipe out for the light tones. In the second fire retouch with yellow
red and pompadour red and touches of chestnut brown for the centers. The
leaves are yellow green, turquoise green, olive green and shaded with brown
green and shading green.

GRAPES. Dark grapes should be painted with purple grape, red- grapes
with richest ruby red and crimson, the lighter tones with yellow pink stad,

yellow brown. The leaves and background require moss green, olive green,
Russian green, Copenhagen blue, egg yellow, apple green, brown green and
crimson. Retouch dark grapes with royal violet and pansy purple, red grapes
with crimson, ruby purple and a little pansy, the deepest shadows are finish-

ing brown. The leaves and background are to be retouched with the same
colors used at first and strengthen the s&adowss wtt& finishing brown, and
royal violet.

WILD GRAPES are painted Vit& mixing yellow, yellow green, royal
violet and pansy purple, tlie grapes may be laid in witfc Oapem&agen grey In
monochroi^e for the first fire, giving attention to ligfet ad sfeailow, flien in
the seeowei and third fires apply t&e colors sad stremgfc&em, Tlie leaves yr

pafmted witfe olive greet, te>wn green, Russian and 4iMf$g,graeB& & Htffe,
chestnut brown and blood red may sometimes te, worked, in tlie falisise with
advantage.

STRAWBERRIES. The colors used are yellow, red and pompadeur and
the seeds are made wit! touches of chestnut brown, unripe berates are
painted with mixing yellow and yellow green s&aded into pouafaiwr re4.
Berries in the background and s&own indistinctly may be painted wftfe Cop-
enhagen grey and tinted with yellow and a little pcfloapacEotir red. 1%e leaves
are painted with olive green, brown green, dark green, meiseen brown aaad
touches of pompadour red. One can me a background of torowa tones fiaeli a
egg yellow shaded Into chestnut brown and darkened witii Seep red thrown
in t&e darkest tones*

CJUH&BII^L Tlie colors for red cbenies are lemon yellow, Gfeearry red
and blood red, for dark cherries blood red, maroon and a little gfcansy purple
for tlie deepest 1mea For unripe cherries use yellow gree ad stiade it

into yellow red. The stems are apple green shaded with vialet of IJTOB* the
woody stems are brown green, dark brown and a little Copentiagen grey lor
the Mgnlights. ,

GOOSEBERRIES are painted witn mixing yeUew, Mess gi^ep,
green and metssen brown in tne first painting represent tlie simple w^a
and the light amd hade the berries are made wltli tkln washes of octer, n
that t&ey will liave a transparent effect^ in the second firing add Hie detail



TREATMENTS AND COLORS.

such as ribbing the berries and putting on the tiny spines. Indistinct leaves

and berries are painted with warm grey, yellow green and a little violet of

iron.

CRABAPPLES are painted with lemon yellow, yellow brown, carmation,
the centers near the stem are deepened with shading brown, the stems are

moss green shaded with shading brown, the woody stems are tuned brown,
shaded with shading brown and a little Copenhagen grey for high lights. The
leaves are moss green, brown green and a little turquoise green thinly for

highlights, The deeper tones are dark green and shaded with gold grey.

DESCRIPTION OF POPULAR AND HIGH GRADE
COLORS.

ARABIAN RED is the dark, rich red used by the Arabians too get the
beautiful red toned roses.

WILD ROSE PINK, the strongest, reddest pure pink ever made.
ROYAL ROSE, a new, dainty, perfect color for delicate roses.

CREME ROSE, the color of cream tinged with rose and just the thing
for shadows, soft, dainty tinting, etc.

EXTRA DARK RUBY. So many want a ruby that is nearly black and
without any black color mixed in it. Anglo-French Art Co. have produced
this ruby to meet this demand and if fired three coats one over the other it

will be almost solid Mack and should meet your wants perfectly.
RED VIOLET is a BW one. and intended for the red tones in grapes,

pansies and other fruits and flowers where red violet tones are desired.
BGYPTIAN BLUE is the dark, deep, clear, beautiful blue as seen &> much

on E&yptl&n art work. No other equals it for richness.
ItOYAL VIOLET (Blue) is the d-arkest, deepest, bluest richest real

,

SATSnDHA is a shade suggested by Henrietta Barclay Paist as being a
magnificent and appropriate color for tints and backgrounds in conventional
worfc.

BRAKE NECK GREEN is the finest green ever offered in America. It
is a pure green, soft, clear, dainty in the thin washes and if fired three times,
one over the other, it will be early solid black.

GOLDENROD YELLOW is the deepest, richest, clearest yellow of gold
ever made. It Is jost as the goldenrods bloom only in dear old Missouri.

ROYAL IVORY is the real ivory tone as suggested by the old rich ivory
of mm elephant's tusk.

MABOGAOT BROW!N is the only brown having the true mahogany toaes
in Its this washes. It is a red brown and very, very popular.CLARET RM>, which is just the color of Claret Wine.

PTJRPL GRAPE, made famous by Jeanne M. Stewart very fine
BRUNSWICK BLACK is an intense black used in figure painting also

for steding or mixing. Either of the blacks may be lightened with autumn
leaf brown or intensified with ruby or pansy purple
^

UNING BLACK is a good glossy black useful in outlining and for mix-
ing with other colors to make them darker, also for shading and is yet black
in fine lines or thin washes.

PANSY PURPLE is a beautiful rich royal purple and a splendid pansy
color, also for sweet peas and other deep purple flowers "

,

TOMPADOUR RED is a dark rich red, darker than blood red and when
applied very thinly produces a fine pink. It is used for pink toteto fleS
painting, also for the same purposes as blood red

C0ALPORT GREEN is a beautiful light green, warmer i

apple green and excellent *i a background color? either alonfor
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DESCRIPTION OF COLORS.

tion with harmonizing colors, of which may be mentioned yellows, browns,
reds and greens.

BROWN PINK has a slight brownish tone similar to Meissen brown but

pinker and clearer. It is used in shading finks, also in flowers, foliage and
background work.

MATT COLORS are another class of overglaze colors, they are semi-

vitrifiable, and when fired do not show any glaze, but are dull yet having a
beautiful sheen and are much admired when used in backgrounds, for handles
and similar purposs, ofttimes an entire article is decorated in matt colors

and the painting is outlined with delicate lines of raised gold. Gold applied
over matt colors produces a beautiful bronze effect if stippled on. Matt colors
are also called "gouache" or "Worcester" colors.

MATT ROYAL BLUE is the deepest, richest matt blue.

MATT WEEKrEWOOD BLUE, applied light, is very dainty; applied sev-

eral times, is very deep and rich and the popular sbade,
MATT BRONZE GRETEN is a deep, rich matt.

SATIN FINISH COLORS.

These satin-finish colors are half-matt; they will not catch and* hold

dirt; ware decorated with them will stand washing, the light ones are very
dainty and pleasing for tints and backgrounds, the darfe ones are very rich

if grounded on and fired and then again grounded and fired, also grounded
on the third time to get extra dark effects, after firing you may apply Liquid
Bright Gold over any of them and it comes out of the kiln Roman gold, and
over this you may apply lustres such as Ruby, Dark Green, Violet, Red, Dark
Blue or Black, and you will get magnificent metallic effects that are new and
beautiful. This color may be obtained only of Anglo-French Art Co.

HIGH GLAZING OF CHINA.

If you desire a beautiful, softening, color-blending effect and at the same
time a high glaze on your work, you should use some of the glazes. Ivory
Glaze, Lavender Glaze, Gray Green Glaze and Azure Glaze, using the gtee
that corresponds to the colors you have used in painting the following method
is used: Dry the painting thoroughly in a warm oven, and when cool, dust
over with glaze. A very thin coating is sufficient. The excess of glaze
shouM be carefully removed with a catoels hair brush and ttee article fif^C
If the colors fire ot too much it shows thai the surface was too 4amp a$
too much glaze adhered. For the second painting the eame plan may,be fol-

lowed. This method gives a beautiful underglaze effect Decorated china tfeat

has been fired may be glazed by giving the surface a thin wash of relief me~
ditim, allowing it to stand for boat five minutes and should t&en be well

patted with a clean silfc dabber. Glaze is the dusted over. A medium firing
is sufficient,

ROYAL COPENHAG^J COLORS.

use of the Royal Copenhagen Colors las become ^n!te pojmla*v
make very artistic pieces. For instance, a straight cylin<Jer TOSC with a semi-

conventional arrangement of daisies with the stems going down toward tne

bottom, iiave t&e background shaded from a Yiborg gray at tme feotfcom to a
dart: shade of Copenhagen slate gray bacfe of the flowers, whicl should be
white, slightly shaded with grey, with centers of Norse ivory. Another good
subject is to use a marine scene in the Norse blue and Sveuslaat blue.

colors are also useful In conventional work and for
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VALUABLE AIDS IN YOUR WORK.

USEFUL NOTES.

~"

Gum tape for fastening your design to be traced will be found to be

almost indespensible.
Use a steel point when tracing a design.

Paper Stomps, to wipe out high lights, and removing color, correcting

outlines, etc., are an absolute necessity in all kinds of painting.
It is far better to buy outline studies with the color treatment than to

buy a colored picture and try to copy it.

GLASS COLORS are similar to regular overglaze colors, excepting that

the base is softer and they therefore melt at a lower temperature.
There are glass colors called "Cathedral Glass Colors" that do not have

to be fired. They are used for stained glass windows, fancy lamp shades,
etc. They are very easily applied and wear well.

LIGHT, SHADOWS, TONES, HARMONY.

Warm tones are complimentary to cold tones and the effect of any
color is improved by having its complimentary color near it.

Before beginning to paint, remember that wherever white is wanted the
china must be left bare, and if light tints &re wanted the color must be ap-

plied thinner, and if deep coloring is desired the paint must be applied
heavily.

If the color fires out too light, it should be strengthened by washing
over with some of the pure color. If the work in general is pale or dull it

ems be brightened by strengthening the shadows and half-tones, and finally

irariil&g In the local color. As a rule, shadows should be painted darker than
they are to be when fired, as dark colors lose more in proportion than light

10rs m firing. "When a color is too dark it may be corrected by washing
over It a contrasting color. For instance, if the pupil of an eye has been
H**y$e a aeep black, It will look like a staring spot and spoil the effect of the
painting* but a wash of yellow ochre or yellow brown over the spot fill mod-
ify tlie intense blackness by lowering the tone.

IB a like manner any color may be modified Into other lines by painting
ver with contrasting or harmonizing colors depending on the effect sought.

TiMia, a wasit of yellow over <lark green will make a yellow green; a wash of

ruby over Mack will make a deep raby. In feet, all colors are greatly deep-
ened fey noshing them over black or dark grey. It is very difficult, however,
t Itg&fce eoiom Oftentimes a wash of ivory yellow succeeds, but as a rule
it Is betta* to make adjacent colors or tite background darker, then there will
&e awe contrast between light and shade.

Au a rale, backgrounds sfeonld be made to harmonize with the painting.
A flat tint is simply a plain color without variation. Flat tints a^re used

ia backgrounds and in conventional work. Any tinting consists of ar&a,
contour nd tone. Tone does not mean color. It means the intensity or depth
of color. Back color has a scale of tones from light to dark. The simplest
scale of color value is from wMte to black, and ordinarily consists of five
tones as follows: 'W'nite, light, medium, terk, black. The scale of color value
applies to any color; thus you can have a very dark red, and by successively
aMing wftite you can obtain light red ^nd pinks, until it finally passes into
white. These differences in color value are the tones of the color. Color
tones are often spoken of as shades, but strictly speaking a shade refers to a
darkened color, waile a tint refers to a color that has been lightened. The
word tome covers any nue sha$e or tint.

In painting any subject where form is to be sfeown, it will be found nec-
essary to use tints aa sn&des, because without these you will have a ^at
tint which will have an area, but will be devoid of the third dimension neoeg*



PROPER COLORS TO USE.

sary for modeling and showing form. If you wish to paint a white object It

will be necessary to use greys, or if you wish to paint a black object it will

also be necessary to use greys. If you wish to paint a red object, it will be

necessary to use tints and shades. The shades are most frequently made by
adding grey to the red, so, practically speaking, every painting showing form
must contain grey.

The color of the reflected light from any colored surface will be in-

fluenced by the color of adjoining objects. It will consist of a mixture of

whatever color of light falls ufcon theASbject with the color of the object it-

self. In a painting- the reflected light will be shown lighter and brighter
than the rest of the object.

For instance, a red apple hanging under green leaves will have a green-
ish light (reflected from the leaves) falling upon it, and light reflected
from the apple will have a greyish tint, because red and green mixed produce
grey. But if the same apple is out in the open and pure white light falls

upon it, it will then reflect a pink tone, because white and red make pink.
But if we place a yellow background besides the apple so that a yellowish
light falls on it, then it will reflect an orange tint. And so on with any color.

It is customary to imagine a light falling on a painting from some one
source, usually from the upper left hand corner. The position of the light is

the very first thing to consider in any painting showing form, and after you
have determined the position of your light, then paint all your highlights and
shadows with reference to the one source of illumination.

In nature all shadows are cast in the same direction and all highlights
are produced from the same source. Many otherwise good paintings are ut-

terly ruined by the mistake of overlooking the source of illumination .tnd of

putting highlights and shadows in opf>osition.
Oftentimes a little reflected light is shown from the shadow side of an

object, produced by a highlight, reflecting into the shadow. As an example,
imagine an apple hanging so that light Balls upon it from above, and under-
neath the apple is a bunch of leaves, afeo receiving the same light. Now the

light falling on the leaves may be diverted upwards and reflect on the under-
side of the apple, giving a reflected light in its shadow. Such a reflected!

light is usually shown in a painting by a narrow light line. It will naa&e a
Meet stand out, giving it solidity and a stereoscopic effect.

While highlights and reflected lights are somewhat similar, It is more
accurate to say that a highlight is the effect of H*e principal light falling

upon an object The reflected light is the light thrown frora <e Ghbeefc to
another. Unless reflected lights are shown in a painting it will be devoid of
Sufficient perspective. The painting will be without merit, being flat and
without life apd form.

It is equally as important to have shadows in their proper position as
tfeey also give perspective and solidity to a paratiKg. The shadow proctieed
by the? sun is usually a grey such as may be produced by tfae mixture of white
and black, but shadows are greatly influenced by the color of any colored

light that is reflected into the shadow.
In china painting the proper shadow tone can be secured by mixing

violet and grey for flesh.

The proper china colors to use is painting various colored sufefects.

WHITE. For the local tone give a thin wash of pearl grey or silver

grey. Pearl grey is used for blue-white objects, while stiver grey Is used for

greenish-white objects, such as white roses and similar white flowers* l%r
white objects of a slightly yellowish tone, ivory yeBow is used, but It Is ap-
plied omly in a thin wash. The shades are the same colors applied m trifle

heavier and the deepest shadows are produced witfe ^ry for white roses, T&&
Mgfeligttts are siiown by the white of the chima. But If Hie painting is In-

fluenced by colored light falling upon it, sntch as green from adjacent foliage,
them a slight tint of that color should be represented wherever it Mis Bpom
the subject. As a rule, such color reflections are represented ly slight
touches of color, rather than by washes.

YELLOW. The local tones may be any yellow most snitai>le for t& &-
ject The shades will be made by adding warm grey, or grey for wktt $SeSi
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s^s-
s:

either the white of the china or a wash of Ivory yellow.

BROTO -The local tone should be a shade of brown suitable for the sub-

ject^KiwTcaTbe greyed with grey for flesh and the shadows dark

brown shading brown or finishing brown, depending upon the local tone

used. 'The highlights would be old ivory or autumn leaf ^own.
BI^CK.~The local tone will be modified by the addition of

^tumn
leaf

brown for arm tones and violet for cold tones. The^^^^^
which intensifies black. Highlights are usually Wj^^^^^J^
brown, but a grey, such as grey for white rose or Copenhagen grey, is often

K^ or light pinks, pink row

is used, and for medium pinks, crab apple is the right shade. For dark

pink or American beauty roses, crimson is used. The pinks can be greyed

with grey for white roses, and may be deepened with deep violet of gold or

ruby purple. The highlights are the white of the china or a thin wash of

6
RED The local tone will be sunset red for a light red. Carnation is

a medium shade and blood red is the darkest red. They can be greyed with

gold grey and shaded with deep red brown. The highlights will be a thin

wash of the red used for the local tone.

RUBY RED. The local tone will be either ruby purple or ruby. These

are the colors used for painting dark red roses. They can be greyed with

gold grey and deepened with a finishing brow<n or black. The highlights

are produced with a thin w^sh of the local tone.

BLUR The local tone will be light blue, turquoise or sevres blue for

light shades, and Egyptian or banding blue for darker shades. Shading and

C0f>enhagen blues are very dark. They can be greyed with grey for flesh.

The light blues are shaded or deepened with the darker blues and the dark

blues are deepened with black. The highlights are a thin wash of the local

tone.

GRBJEN. -The local tone will be light medium or dark green, according

to the subject to be painted. The lighter greens are deepened with 'darker

greens. Any of the greens can be greyed with brown green or with grey

for flesh. The highlights are thin washes of the local tone. Deepest shadows

la ilark greeas are made with black green.

SHAIX)W UNDERTONES. Wash in the drawing in monochrome for

the first firing, using Copenhagen grey or warm grey. The highlights are

left .clear and prominent and the shadows are worked in so that the painting
loofes tifee a photograph would. Just the design in grey and white, but all

flue detail is left oat. The principal object is to get all the main highlights
and shaclowB in the first firing. Then the second firing consists in tinting
or coloring the grey monochrome, the grey forming undertones and the

stedows. Only the deepest shading has to be added in the second firing.

This method enables one to get freshness of coloring not easily obtained

in the usual way* which consists of mixing greys or black with the colors

la mature the shadows are very transparent and any colored light thrown
into a shadow shows very distinctly, but in china painting if we attempt
to place a shadow eolor over other colors, it is likely to change the color con-

siderably, because the china colors are sot completely transparent. Thras a~

strong wash of grey for flesh over a yellow would be sufficient to cover the

yellow entirely. So, often in shading colors, it is eustonnary to use a darker
color instead of a pire grey. In the ease of the yellow a darker yellow will

form a shadow for a lighter yellow, or the lighter yellow can be shaded by
using grey very thinly, but even then it is likely to lose its purity of yellow
tone.

It Is best to paint light rather than too darfe, because it is easy to

strengthen a color, but very difficult to lighten a color. The only way to

apparently lighten a color is to place a darker color beside it. Contrast of
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light and dark is thus effected. Black placed beside a color will prodnce t&e
greatest contrast, while grey placed beside a dull color will often brighten it

Sometimes it suffices to place a wash of contrasting color over a color
to lower its tone and produce a grey or weakening effect if the color is too

bright, but in cases where the color is dull or weak it can be brightened by
washing over it a color of the shade desired. White placed beside a color

apparently brightens and strengthens the color. Black beside a color will

apparently make it appear duller and weaker.
One china color may be readily changed into another shade by washing

one color over another, but each color msut be fired separately. Some of tit?
most beautiful shades are produced in this manner. Shadows are usually
painted ta little darker than they are to be after fired, as they often lose
some in firing.

CONTRAST AND HARMONY.
CONTRAST AND HARMONY. The greatest contrast is black and white.

In colors, red contrasts with green, yellow contrasts with violet, and blue
contrasts with orange. But light red and dark green offer greater contrasts
than light red and light green would. And so with all other colors, a light
color contrasts with a dark color. Light colors will harmonize, or dark col-

ors will harmonize in tone values. t__

The three primary colors, red, blue and yellow, are most nearly repre-
sented in china paints in ruby purple, sevres blue and mixing yellow. Any
two of the primary colors result in a secondary color. Thus, blue and yellow
make green; red and yellow make orange, and red and blue make violet
The secondary colors can be mixed to form tertiary colors and so on. The
law of contrast is based on the three primary colors, opposites being the
contrast Thus, a color containing two parts blue and one part red would
be a blue violet, and the proper contrast would be the equivalent proportion
of the opposite colors, which would be on part red and two parts yellow.
This completes the color scheme, making tiie amounts of eacfe color eenal.

^T&e first color is 2 blue, 1 red. The contrast fs 1 red, 2 yellow. If you add
ail together it makes 2 of each color. The red and 2 yellow m equivalent to
a yellowish orange tint

This rule holds in any contrast that you may wta&t to effect Say yoa
have a green and it is a yellow green and you estimate Ouat It contains abowt
3 parts of yellow and 1 part of blue; the contrasting color will con-tain 2
blue and 3 red. This will be a reddish violet

In china paints a few contrasts are: Wild Rose pink and apple green;
light blue and a thin wash of sunset red; banding blue and yellow red; vio-

let and egg yellow; lilac and lemon yellow; coalpit green and pansy p&rple.
WHITE. Contrasts with dark colors and harmonizes with light colors.

YELLOW. Contrasts with dark colors, the greatest contract being with
dark violets, blue or green. Yellow harmonizes with light colors, especially
those containing yellow or red, such as autumn leaf brown, yellow brown,
orange, light red, etc.

RMDS contrast with colors containing green, blue or black and har-
monize with, colors containing white, yellow or red.

BLiCJES contrast with colors containing yellows or reds and hannoai^e
with colors containing blue or black.

VIOLET and purple contrast with yellows, greens and white anil fear-

monize with colors containing reds and blues.

ORANGE contrasts with daafe colors containing blue or black a& har-
monizes with light colors containing yellow, brown or red.

GRpEN contrasts with colors containing red and harmonizes wftb colors

eoiitaiiijng blue or yellow. Bluish greens are called cold greens and yellow-
ish greens are called warm greens.

GOLD contrasts with dark colors and harmonizes with ligfet ealors, tie
best harmony is white, the least harmony is yellow. The i>est eoatraBJfc $g
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pansy purple, shading green, shading blue, shading brown, black or with

colors of similar tones. .

SILVER harmonizes with light colors. The best contrast is blue.

BACKGROUNDS. In naturalistic flower painting it is customary to

paint the background in tones that harmonize with the flowers and foliage

and touches of complimentary colors to add life to the painting.

In conventional work the same general rules hold good, but often the

complimentary colors are used instead of harmonizing colors, the object being

t obtain contrast in coloring. Conventional work in flowers often looks ex-

ceedingly well done in grey, using Copenhagen grey for the fotif in the back-

ground- the flowers done in lilac, shaded with grey for flesh; foliage done

In silver grey, deepened and shaded with grey for flesh; foliage done in

silver grey, deepened and shaded with grey for flesh. A little Copenhagen blue

can be worked in the background at the bottom or top of the composition,

being carefully blended into the Copenhagen grey, and for the last firing

ground the entire surface of the painting with a thin coat of grounding oil,

pounce evenly and almost dry, then let it stand for an hour or so and dust

with Copenhagen grey &nd fire. The result will be an underglaze effect in

greys, and if well executed will make an attractive and desirable painting.

The following suggestions indicate the colorings to use for various gen-

eral subjects: Thus, white roses, white lilies or white flowers of any kind

would all be treated in a similar manner as far as a harmonizing back-

ground is concerned, se, in these suggestions we class the subjects to be

treated as white, yellow, pink, red, blue or violet and green.

WHITE. The flowers being white, they are usually shown by pale

greys, and a good harmonizing background would be ivory yellow and old

ivory &to which nuay be blended a little light blue, some coalport green and

to represent distance some violet of gold applied thinly to give a pale laven-

der shade. In the lower part of the painting, if there is any foliage, it will

be represented with yellowish greens shaded with brown green, and a suit-

able background in this portion of the pointing will be greens and brown

green in light tones worked in more or less indistinctly. Moss green, yellow

green, yellow brown and meissen brown are colors that can be used.

White also looks well with a background consisting of a plain grey, such
as Copenhagen grey or wannlgrey, or Copenhagen grey can be used for the

foundation mixed with a little gold grey to darken it, which will give a

slightly brownish grey and a strongly contrasting effect. White chrysanthe-

mums, under these conditions, show off with splendid effect Other white
flowers -would be made to stand out prominently with the same treatment,

YlJXOW.Baekgrotmds for light yellows will be similar to those used
for walte subjects. For darker yellows, smch as egg yellow, and shades

approaching orange, we would suggest a background consisting principally
of Copenhagen, grey, which should be in a plain, flat tint and put on rather

t&imlf so as to give a delicate bluish grey. This background alone will make
yeitows stand out strongly, but by washing in some wild rose pink near the
sm&lect wHI eliange the grey to a pinkish tint and be less contrast.

A cloudy effect can fee obtained by using pink in portions of the back-

ground and alternate or mix in witfa some light blue; thus you will have
bluish, vialet, lavender and pinkish tones over the light Copenhagen which
would s&ow t&FOijgli in a part I the background. The pankish tones can
be blended Into a darker tone with brown pink and a little lilac over the
brown ptmk will deepen the tone. Adjoining these pinkish greys, a little

cool grey, smefc as pearl grey, worked over the Copenhagen undertone, will

f*rove very effective in adding life to the background.
In certain subjects of yellow where considerable foliage is shown, it is

well to use Copenlaagen bine applied thinly so as to give a greyish blue tone
rather than a pure blue tint Moss green can be blended into the bluish grey
tint, and from moss green into brown green and darkened with gold grey.
This treatment gives a scale of coloring from a grey blue tint through green
Into a kannonlzlng frown snade* Tiolet of gold worked into
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troducing the complimentary color, and atids greatly to the general color
combination. A little touch of bright yellow in the background of a yellow
subject, is often very effective.

PINK. The flowers or subject will be pink in light or dark shades with
highlights almost white, the best harmonizing color being ivory yellow or
old ivory, which may be blended into yellowish brown and into yellow
green. The foliage will contain green, usually very yellow in tone, shaded
with moss green and a little brown green. A little egg yellow, tempered
with yellow brown, can be added with advantage.

For the lighter tones in the background, usually at the upper portion of
the composition, may be pale lilac tint made by blending a little violet of
gold into the ivory tints and some indistinct foliage or flowers may be
worked into same, being shown by greys partaking of the same color as the
surroundings. In the darker portion of the background use yellow brown,
and it may be deepened or shaded into gold grey and some brown green to
modify the tones, the heavier portions of the foliage being thus enveloped*
or the foliage may be partially hidden in a distisctly greenish background.

To have the pink subject stand out prominently it should be surrounded
by dark or contrasting colors. Thus a pink rose would show up strongly
from a dark bluish green background. This could be gradually blended into
a deep blue green and finally into a light blue. Or the deep bluish green
may be blended into brown green, then into yellow brown, which may he
powdered with pink or crimson, giving a ruddy glow. If you want con-
siderable effective coloring in the background you can start with green,
blend into deep blue green, then into light blue, then ino apple green, then
into yellow brown, then into old ivory. Of course the arrangement of this
scheme of coloring will depend upon the composition and the shape of the
china. All of the foregoing colors would have to be applied lightly, as <a

heavy background would not harmonize with pink as well as a lighter back-
ground, but the deeper the shade of green near the pink subject, the stronger
would be the contrast and the more the pink would stand out

A plain background for pink is one that consists largely of Ivory sliades,
or silver grey slightly deepened with Copenhagen grey would make a fine
plain Background for pink. To get a color scheme, the silver gray could
be blended into apple green, then into brown pink, and then into brown
green *nd browns, or, instead of fcrowns, dark greets could be used.

R&>.-~A good hannoaMBg background for reds, such as <caxwiiqEi
blood red, pompadour, etc., will be as fallows: The lightest tones will be
a thin wash, of leifion yellow, which is Pleaded into mixing yellow, egg yellow,
yellow lyroira, violet oC iron, elark brown. Or, you can start with a thin

,l^,afJoxftOK yellow; feleiwl into a lalxiag yellow, ttei iBto & yellow brown,
*'M& nw&ly powder with a little apple green orer ilia yellows, waicti will
give grey tones wMefe can ram imt& greens if green foliage is stem m t&e
composition.

Contrasting backgrounds for reds may be lig&t or dark. An example
of a light background woaM fee lemon yellow, slightly modified in places
wit& a deeper tint of lemonT -or with silver grey worked in. A <$arls: back-
ground, is one consisting of greens, wfaieh should start w!t& export green
and shade into apple green or yellow giwi; then info EMPS, olie aad.&ufcer
greens, Powdering some portion of a green background witl* 0p@nlsagii
grey will change the tone and relieve the effect of too mncl* green, or gr^seas
can be blended into Copenhagen grey and thence into a pale greesisii blue.
Greyish blues can be blended into brown green, then into browns.

BkUE OR YIOIoET. The principal subject wottld be painted wltfe taiv
<piaise blue, lilac, violet or pansy purple, bat the following suggestions will
refer to almost any shape of blue or violet. An ezamfle 0f a baimoaizing
background is to start in the lightest portion with a tldn wash of Copen-
hagen grey, shading into light blue*, thence into Italian sky blue

iag blue or into violet or violet for grapes in tomes similar to tke
colors used in painting the subject. A bluish background ma$ fee
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by powdering a portion with pink, which will give a beautiful warm tone.

Another scale of coloring, starting with a thin wash of Copenhagen

grey, is to graduate the Copenhagen from a pale to a darker tone, then blend

in a little lemon yellow, allowing some of the lemon tint to show almost

pure, from thence into yellow brown (thin wash) upon which is a very thin

dusting or powdering of deep violet of gold.

For a subject painted in light blues or violets, a plain ivory background
with a little yellow worked in and a little sunset red, just sufficient to give

a faint orange tone, will bring out the subject strongly by color contrast.

A little sunset red in any composition, containing blue or violet will add life

to the painting, but only a very little should be used, and it must be applied

thinly to give an orange tint

A background consisting largely of yellow tones may be modified by

powdering with yellow brown and by using a little sunset. Such a back-

ground can be deepened with gold grey and also with brown green where

necessary to blend into foliage.

In any of the backgrounds for blue or violet subjects, the use of violet

of gold powdered over ivory or over thin Copenhagen grey will give a fine

soft effect and will also act as a basis into which almost any color scheme
can be started. Rich deep backgrounds can be made by blending violet and

pansy purple into violet of gold, or from Copenhagen grey blend into violet

of gold, then into violet and into blue, then into Copenhagen blue or black.

From blue it is easy to shade into dark greens.

GREEN. It is customary to paint greens with considerable latitude in

coloring, especially in flower painting, and as a rule the greens in a com-

position are secondary to the principal subject but there are cases where
green is the subject, for instance, hops. The highlights in hops will be
silver grey, or pearl grey. This will be graduated into moss green for the
local toae, and the deeper shadows will be dark and shading greens. The
leaves will be similar in coloring, with yellow green in the lighter portion
aacl highlights of silver grey. A light background for hops or similar green
subject will be ivory yellow, shading into silver grey; thence into Russian
green, then into turquoise green. For a wanner toned background, yellow
brown or chestnut brown can be worked in, prefenably over the greens so as
to give warmth to the greens and greyish tones. A very little orange or a
few reddish, tones used somewhere in the background will add effectiveness.

A darker background will consist of Copenhagen grey applied moderately
heavy so as to give a solid color, and clouded effect can be secured by pow-
dering over the Copenhagen with violet of gold for warm tones, or with
Italian sky blue for sky blue tones, and a touch of pink with the blue adds
color harmony. For a greater variety of coloring, coalport green can be
tfeKled into the blue tint and the coalport can be shaded into moss green;
t&enee into the subject Shading and brown green may be used in the
deeper portions of the background and subject

In some cases greys go well with greens, thus green foliage may be shown
wi&& a strong light falling on it The high lights will be almost as neutral
in tint as warm grey, in fact, that could be used and grey for flowers tinted
with moss ccraM be used for the local tones. The background would be a
mixture of silver grey and w*rm grey, while it and the foliage could be
gradually bleaded into turquoise green and deepened with black green and
brown greea, and the subject and background should afterwards be powdered
witli silver grey, which will unite the greys and greens to make a harmonious
grey-green coloring scheme.

Distinctly warm tones may be worked into backgrounds with green sub-
jects, especially if the subject is a warm green, the tint would run from a
eoalport green into yellow green, then into yellow brown, then into brown
green and finally into gold grey or dark brown. A touch of blood red will
add effeetivesees wlten applied IE the brawns.



WHAT TO AVOID IN BEGINNING.

SELECT SIMPLE THINGS TO BEGIN.

In china painting select easy subjects at first, suck s forget-me-nots,

pink wild roses, poppies and single violets. There are two methods of paint-

ing. One is to wash in the local color in a flat, even tint for the first firing,

the general form being indicated, but no attention being paid to the shading
or modeling.

The other method is to do (all the modeling in grey tones, Copenhagen
grey, warm grey or brown green applied thinly being used, and no local

color is applied until after the first firing. In the latter method one simply
paints as nice a monochrome of the composition as possible having clear high

lights, but the grey used must bear some relation to the coloring of the sub-

ject. For delicate tints, the greys must be tised very thinly so t&at a thin

wash of the local color in the second firing will supply the necessary coloring.

The grey will show through enough to form the necessary shadows. If the

grey has been applied a little too heavily, then the color must be applied a
little heavier, which will counteract a too grey appearance.

In the first method, after the flat tints have been fired, tfate design is

modeleld with grey tones, more of the local color being used where necessary,

and the subject is built up from the flat tint.

You should draw the design in India ink first, then apply the colors,

In painting, the brush should be used with firmness and decision. Make
each stroke count Do not dabble in the color after it has been laid on the

china. If you do-'not get it on the china right at first, it is best to wipe
it off and try until you get it right One requires practice in china painting.

IMPORTANT SUGGESTIONS.

Relief enamels should be reserved for the last firing, as repeated firings

may oaase them to scale.

Pinks or rubies, when underfired, are apt to appear yellowish or brown-

ish MI tone. If overfired they take on a bluish or violet tinge.

Colors that are ttnderfired are without &laze, have a dirty appearance
and sometimes can. be rubbed off.

China that has been in use will not fire successfully, beqa.use it is liable

to fire with black spots showing under the glaze, often ruining the article,

or it may crack, craze or chip.
The proportion of mixing oil to powder -colors is alxmt espial parts, aa4

should be mixed to form a soft creanay4ike mass tfela enough so that it will

flow from the brush readily, and fust thick enough so that when placed OB
the palette it will not spread!. *

Oil of cloves is a slow drying oil and is often used to keep colors open a

long time, especially when painting large pieces, a little is adcleel to t&e

mixed paint But china that has been painted with it must be thoroughly
dried in an oven before sending to be fired, otherwise the colors may nm im

firing.
Some painting mediums cause the colors t dry out glossy on the eliisa

before firing. Such oils gather dust and may eanse the paint to blister im

firing.

Peaches, plums, grapes and other fruits exhibit a bloom on tfee surface

that is often very difficult to reproduce in a painting, but It is best shown by
a very thin line of Copenhagen grey on the upper edge of tne fruit to give
the fuzzy appearance of the natural bloom.

The use of large brushes enables one to work quicker and easier as soon
as they get accustomed to them. Small brashes get one in the nabit of

working in a mincing maaner and quite impossible to get broad, boM strokes

or even tints.



HOW TO STACK THE KILN FOR FIRING.

Brashes with comparatively long handles are an advantage and when

working with them hold them as far away from the point ,as possible, which

will give freedom of touch and ease in working, and will add speed and

character to the work and does away with any crampy effect.

NOTES ON FIRING.

Before firing chin* it is well to see that it is dry and free from dust.

Any partic]esra

g
n be removed with a dust needle. When oil of cloves or

other slow drying oil has been used in painting, it is advisable to dry the

china in an oven before firing. If a brown discoloration shows from oven

drying, it will disappear in the firing.

Often the back ofthe china is full of finger marks which rany fire^n
and should be removed, leaving the china clean for firing. Use Cleano.

When painted china has been packed in cotton before firing, simply re-

move all the cotton possible by gently rubbing it off. The little lint that re-

mains will burn away and not show after firing.

China tinted by the dusting method should be carefully dusted off with

a camels hair brush so as to remove all excess of color.

If a kiln has stood for some time, or if the weather has been damp,, it is

best to warm the kiln so <3S to dry it out thoroughly before placing the china

in it for firing A damp kito will prevent the colors from glazing well.

Place the largest china at the bottom of the kiln; separate the articles

by means of stilts. The stilt can touch the decoration provided the color is

not painted on heavily. The -point of a stilt will stick to heavy color, making

a bad place In the china, but does not harm over light tinting.

Platas may be laid one over the other if separated with stilts. The best

method Is to use three smallest size stilts between each plate. A high steck

plates will then have mo tendency to tip over, as it sometimes happens

w&fcB only one stilt is placed between.

Plates may also be set on edge. Cups, saucers and other small articles

may tie pi&eed in the kiln promiscuously, upside down, on edge, or any way
most convenient, but it is necessary to separate the articles with stilts so

tliat tte etea articles do not touch each other, and it is also necessary not

to wedge them in any manner, because china expands in heating and ample

ance mast be provided for expansion and contraction, so it will not

to firing. , ,

should always stand on edge. It and belleek ware should always

telly fired. The firing should start slowly at first and the kiln should

cooled after firing as slowly as possible, as too rapid heating or cooling

will cia^se fae glaze to craze.

If the kiln has shelves, stack until nearly the height of the first shelf,

ttien begin stocking ehina 0n the sielf, beginning about the same as in the

bottom of the firing pot.
'

Wfeem the Idln is stacked il must be closed ready for firing. Kilns have

a $ipe at tiie lower part of the firing pot to admit air and in the cover a

peep feole, so that when the kiln gets hot a circulation of air passes through
tlie firing |*>fc, allowing all smoke and gases to pass amy. The slower kiln

Is cooled thet t>etter, as that anneals the cfelna and will render it less suscept-

ible to chipping or breaking in handling.

Firing witli different fuels is approximately the same. In all cases start

the fire low so that tne kiln will heat up slowly. When the firing chamber

gets red foot the fire may be Increased and allowed to heat until the desired

temperature has bee reached. From 7& to 850 degrees centigrade is the

proper faeat, and it nasay be readily determined by using firing tests, placing
one on an old bit of efeina and in tae kOn where it can be seen from the

peep hole. When tie test melts down flat it indicates t&e proper tempera-
ture <and the firing is tfeem sufficient Tlie feiln must stand ttntit



HOW CHINA MAY BE RUINED IN FIRING.

cooled down. Over night is best. Close ail drafts and dampers so as to fa-

cilitate slow cooking,
itate slow cooking.

Raised paste and enamels should be thoroughly dried before placing in

the kiln. Any paint or enamel that looks bright and oily is liable to blister

in firing. Drying it out in an oven until it looks dull may prevent blls*.

tering.
Underfired gold is dark and unsatisfactory in color, but sometimes gold

conies out dark and will not burnish. It is because the brush for laying it

was not clean. Gold applied too thinly will rub off after firing.

Sometimes china will break in firing. This is usually caused by too

rapid heating of the kiln or too rapid cooling. Overcrowding the kiln is

also a cause. Some colors, if applied very heavily, may scale -after firing.

This is caused by too hard a fire and too rapid cooling, and sometimes hap-

pens if the china is taken from the kiln while it is still warm. China is not

annealed until it gets perfectly cool. If you take a piece of decorated china
from the kiln while warm and hold it near you rear, you can often hear it

crackling and crazing and if the color is on heavily you can hear it loosen

from the china. It may not chip off right away, but it becomes loosened

and will scale off sooner or later.

To maintain a high temperature in a kiln for any length of time is un-

necessary and may spoil the glaze, because colors contain volatile fluxes

which gradually evaporate at a high heat and after a time would leave

only the infusible portions of the colors and would result in a matt color.

It is a mistake to try to fire by any certain length of time, as the draft

atmospheric conditions and fuel feed may vary from one time to another.
The correct way is to heat the kiln until the colors melt, and when that

point is reached, discontinue the fuel and allow the kiln to cool down as

slowly.
An experienced firer can tell by the appearance of the patet on the cMna

when it has melted, because it looks brighter 4han the rest of the ehma. It

seems to be hotter and sometimes has a glistening or wet appearance tfeat

indicates that the color has melted and formed a glaze that reflects the iieai

better than the china.

HINTS ABOUT LUSTRES.

t lusfres will keep indefinitely if kept in well-stoppered bottles and

, tMiperate place. Before usiag the bottle s&omld be well s&afeen

aB sedftneat is inlx^d IB, ot&erwise the tostre- is apt to fire pale aad

unsatisfactory.
It is most important that the brashes be perfectly clean and not used

for any other purpose.
Failure inore frequently occurs from improperly cleaned brashes tlaa

from any other cause.

It is advisable to have one brush for each lustre, otherwise irash the

brash thoroughly after each lustre. First wash well in turpentine several

times until fresh turpentine does not become discolored from ttie bras!*,

Then dry the brush and wash ft thoroughly in aleofeol until clean aJeo&ol

does not become discolored, then again dry trati! the bntsfe becomes fluffy.

Unless brushes are thoroughly washed as above described one can-

not expect to have good results, as the slightest trace of oae lustre m&j rain

another lustre.
The china" or glass to be decorated must be perfectly cleaaa and free

from finger marks. After washing and drying the china in the ns&a! way,

wipe it with tissue paper and alcohol, and polish with eleaa, dry tissue

paper, being very careful that there are no particles of* lint recaaWBg on
the china.

It is essential to have the china and the lustre of the same tesnperaift^e

as the room* and this should be about 7 degrees, as lustres are apt to wort



THE USB OF LUSTRES.

irregularly If too cold or if too warm, and tlie best results are when the

air is dry.
As a rule it Is advisable to apply lustres thinly and as evenly as possible,

and where a perfectly even coating is desired the lustre may be pounced with

a silk dabber. If the lustre dries too rapidly a little thinning essence may-

be added to it and the dabber fay be dampened with essense. This will admit

of large surfaces being pounced evenly.

If lustre is applied too thickly the normal brilliancy will become im-

paired and the lustre may fire dull and grey; If the lustre is too thick to

be applied evenly, It should be thinned with essence.' Two or three thin

coats fired separately will be much more effective than one heavy coat. Each

coating of lustre must be fired before applying the next coat and each addi-

tional firing increases the beauty of the lustre.

While applying and drying lustre decorations use the greatest care to

avoid dust, as it will cause a spotted appearance after firing.

In covering large surfaces with lustre use a square shader of medium
or large size, have the brush well filled with the liquid lustre and mop it

over the surface as quickly as possible, having a silk covered dabber in read-

iness to gpoutnce the lustre until It is even and almost dry, but take great care

not to pounce the lustre after it becomes tacky, as that will cause It to fire

with dark spots.
The various" opal and mother-or-pearl lustres do not require pouncing;

they are much more beautiful if applied unevenly; very striking effects may
be produced by applying these lustres with a cork, using the" cork as a stip-

pler. If closely stippled it will produce a finely intermingled iridescence, and
the coarser the stippling the more gorgeous will be the iridescence. Care
must be taken not to apply the lustre too heavily, but with a few trials one
can arrive at about the right application to obtain splendid results.

In firing lustres special care must be taken to have the work dry before

placing ft In the kiln; after the lustre has been air dried it is good practice
to place the ware in an ordinary oven, leaving the oven door partly open and
alkw the ware to become hot; then let it cool very slowly. This will drive
off some of the oils and other volatile substances and be less liable to smoke
in the kiln.

The Mia must be perfectly sound and dry and the firing must proceed
slowly at first, so that the oils may be driven off gently, and all fumes and
s0aoke must be allowed to escape before the kiln gets too hot, as the smoke
is injurious and may cause the lustre to fire dull and also to rub off easily
after firing.

If tfae kite is heated up too rapidly the lustre wiU rub off after firing.
Should lustres fire unsatisfactorily tfreir tone may be changed, and

often serious defects can be remedied by covering with mother-of-pearl and
again firing.

Bat lustres that rub off after being fired should be entirely removed,
sometimes they can be removed by washing with Cleano.

Lustres will stand several firings providing the kiln is sound and af-
fords a ready exist for the gases that are formed in firing.

Gold, colors, enamels or raised paste can be used over fired lustres, and
raised paste can be used over unfired lustre if necessary to save a firing. It
is best Dot to use colors over lustres If it can be avoided, as there are cases
'when t&e reults are highly unsatisfactory, and we do not recommend such
procedure.

Gold can be used nnder a lustre or over a lustre. When under a lustre
the effect is very beautiful in certain cases.

Blemishes in lustre decoration are sometimes covered by tracing fine
lines or dots of Roman gold over the surface.

Lustres are best adapted for conventionalized designs. Raised gold work
is very effective for outlining lustre designs, but there are cases when plain
outlining black Is preferable to gold. The black has the advantage of being
less expensive and if neatly executed it is more attractive than gold work.
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